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Cunoașterea și respectarea tradițiilor, a superstițiilor, nu reprezintă pentru adolescenți 

un punct forte. 

4.3. Ștefan cel Mare protagonistul romanului „Frații Jderi” de Mihai Sadoveanu 

și al dramei „Apus de soare” de Barbu Ștefănescu Delavrancea  

În concepția elevilor, fiecare om are mai multe fețe care îi caracterizează, deci imagi-
nea lui Ștefan cel Mare, văzut din două perspective nu e un aspect neobișnuit. 

Generozitatea e recunoscută ca fiind o caracteristică a tinerilor, asemenea caracterului 
aprig și iute la mânie.  

Admirația și respectul celor din jur sunt aspecte după care tânjesc toți tinerii, dar nu 
întotdeauna sunt reale. Mai mult, adolescenții fac tot ce pot pentru a fi pe placul celorlalți 

și acest fapt poate fi uneori în defavoarea manifestării propriei personalități. 
Înțelepciunea, intransigența, conștiința datoriei – atuuri ale experienței – nu e întâlnit 

în rândul elevilor.  

4.4. Ilie Moromete din romanul „Moromeții” de Marin Preda 

Percepția diferită pe care o au personajele asupra protagonistului pot determina atitu-
dini contradictorii în sufletul adolescenților, cu toate acestea ai au dovedit deseori discernă-

mânt în stabilirea coordonatelor caracteriale ale personajului. 
Caracteristica de superioritate față de ceilalți – nu întotdeauna îndreptățită – e îmbrăți-

șată de mulți tineri. Autoritatea, subtilitatea, cunoașterea semenilor nu sunt caracteristice 

decât unui număr restrâns de adolescenți. 
Chiar dacă atitudinea contemplativă, nu e o însușire în care tinerii se regăsesc, ei recu-

nosc faptul că de multe ori au un comportament negativ, de indiferență și pasivitate. 
Niciun adolescent nu s-a regăsit în dorința de a păstra moștenirea tradițională, din 

contra, ei consideră această atitudine una perimată.  

CONCLUZII 
Importanța lecturii a fost deseori dovedită și susținută de profesorii de limba română. 

Modul în care aceasta influențează tinerii, în schimb, nu a fost suficient cercetată. Acest 

material propune un punct de plecare în căutarea modului în care tinerii se pot regăsi în 
textele lecturate. De asemenea se impune o selectare mai atentă a operelor literare propuse 

elevilor fie ca texte obligatorii, fie ca lectură suplimentară, deoarece acestea pot influența 
nu întotdeauna pozitiv, personalitatea adolescenților. 
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curricula and school programs, major changes must be introduced in performance training and 
team structure trainers. 

 

A major factor in the education reform is undoubtedly the teacher. Currently, the 

general opinion is that besides significant changes among the objectives and pedagogical 

contents, among the curricula and school programs, major changes must be introduced in 

performance training and team structure trainers. Nowadays, the training of trainers in 

general and the training of trainers as educators of creativity in particular assume a special 

importance. In this context it should be taken into account the matter of training future 

teachers from the perspective of pedagogical creativity.   

The definition of pedagogical creativity involves taking full advantage of structural-

functional components of creativity generally interpreted and achievable in priority formative 

sense. The structure of pedagogical creativity highlights some specific features developed at 

the level of creator product – creative process, the creative personalities of pedagogical type.  

The creative product of pedagogical type engages at least the level of inventiveness, 

located between the creativity that is significant only in individual sense and the creativity 

that is socially relevant. Only a few persons reach this level, those that are more flexible 

and more receptive to the symbolic processing on large spaces.  

The creative process of pedagogical type is engaged in the teaching design level that 

involves the capitalization of preparation stages – incubation – lighting – verification of the 

embodiment of the lesson, the counseling hour, etc., in priority formative sense.   

The creative personality of pedagogical type fully capitalizes the resources of the 

human psychic at levels and forms of action, aiming in particular:  

 focusing the didactic action on formative priority objectives which involves over-

coming previous performance and skills; 

 providing necessary pedagogical correspondences in different situations and concrete 

contexts between objectives – content – methodology – evaluation;    

 permanent employment of the reverse connection circuits, external and internal, ne-

cessary for a continuous self-improvement of the teaching activity. 

The creative training for students' creativity, future teachers, is achieved both through 

theoretical subjects – specialty subjects and psycho-pedagogical and methodological 

subjects – also through practical subjects – such as the teaching practice. 

Obviously, the teaching practice follows after attending psychology and pedagogy cour-

ses and seminars, also didactics, going through different stages depending on the state of the 

practitioner. The teaching practice introduces the students in the organization of teaching-

learning-assessment act, in the design of a teaching activity, in conducting various forms of 

teaching-educational activities, in the creation and use of educational means, etc. 

The designed activity carried out within the education process during teaching practice 

reflects the students' ability, future teachers, to produce new educational and instructional 

correlations. 

In order to observe the correlation between theoretical and practical knowledge regarding 

the pedagogical creativity of the future teachers, it was examined the activity of some students 

(28 students) directed for teaching practice for two semester on a pedagogical university. 

Based on the above considerations, at the end of the teaching practice students were 

asked to answer a few questions about the concept of pedagogical creativity, about the 

methods to stimulate creativity and the use of such methods at different times of the lesson.  

After studying students' answers regarding the concept of pedagogical creativity there 

are yielded the following results:  
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 the knowledge of the concept of pedagogical creativity characterized by a global 
expressed perception is characteristic for approximately 46% of those surveyed; 

 an incomplete perception is characteristic for about 22% of those surveyed; 
 the difference of 32% represents the incorrect answers. 

Regarding the methods of stimulating creativity there are the following results: the 
brainstorming was not mentioned by any student; only one student mentioned the Philips 
6/6 method and the same method was employed by another student during the evolution of 
the lesson; the questioning method was used by two students in checking knowledge, by 
another four students while teaching and by other two students in fixing knowledge; the 
creative games were used by a student while teaching the lesson and by another student in 
fixation the knowledge; the processes of imagining new ideas are employed by a student 
while checking knowledge and by two students while teaching. All the other students were 
not using any method of stimulating creativity, still relying on traditional methods of 
teaching and learning. 

From this analysis we can conclude that although 46% of respondents know the 
significance of the concept of pedagogical creativity, they do not use and do not apply the 
methods of stimulating creativity, continuing to make use of traditional methods of 
teaching and learning, which is a decreased creative effort from students. 

From the quantitative and qualitative analysis of school documents (files of teaching 
practice) and from the processing of observations within the lesson it results that only 40% 
of students have designed and supported the teaching activity from the perspective of 
pedagogical creativity. 

Also, using the data obtained by interpreting the observations made during assistance 

in teaching practice, through analyzing the files of teaching practice, as well as by proces-
sing the questionnaires that reflect the theoretical training of the students, we can conclude 

the following information: from the total group of students only about 40% of them know 
the correct meaning of the concept of pedagogical creativity and apply the correlations to 

the level of pedagogical objectives, contents and strategies for teaching – learning – eva-
luation in terms of pedagogical creativity, both in design and in teaching activities, the 

others using traditional teaching – learning – evaluation strategies. 
For a smooth running of the pedagogical practice an important role had the counseling 

hours during which students were guided and helped to achieve what they have proposed.  
In order to get better results, because the obtained coefficient proves to be unsa-

tisfactory in preparing and training future teachers in general, but also in their training as 

educators of creativity it is recommended: 
 changing the curriculum and even the school syllabus differentiated by years and 

semesters. In this sense we propose the introduction of a seminar hour on the subject 
of teaching methods in order to reduce the gap between the theoretical and practical 
training of the students by implementing some practical design works and simulation 
works related to the specialty lessons, also increasing the period of practice, this 
request also coming from students. 

 because the university's endowment with modern audio-visual means of education is 

unsatisfactory, we believe that the employment of methods to stimulate creativity in 
courses and seminars (of any type) will give students patterns of using the mentioned 

methods. This can be achieved in the subsequent ways: 
 by developing new models of classroom discourse; 

 by creative interaction of the both poles of the educational process: teacher and stu-
dent (future teacher), their relationship being based on cooperation and collaboration 

over a creative climate; 
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 correlation between the theoretical and practical training with a focus on the possibili-

ties of implementation the theoretical knowledge in new and existing situations of 

objective reality. 
This involves defining the paradigms by which the whole system and the educational 

process should be sufficiently flexible to the pragmatic requests. 
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